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Dear colleagues,

growing berries professionally is undergoing enor-
mous changes at a great speed in Germany. Both 
the prevailing conditions for production and market-
ing as well as the weather conditions are proving to 
be an increasing challenge for you as a profes-
sional grower. 
You are investing a lot of time and energy to offer 
your product strawberry or raspberry on the market 
profitably and in great varieties. The whole chain of 
production from choosing the right field down to the 
design of the advertising flyer for the farm shop 
should be fully coordinated - only thus can you be 
successful. Every production of strawberries and 
raspberries needs to be planned carefully – starting 
with the planting and ending with selling the berries. 
The goal is to achieve a harvest that is secure and 
dependable. A great step towards more production 
reliability is without doubt the protected planting. 
Apart from choosing the right variety it is of increas-
ing importance to select the right type of plant. We 
are here to provide you with the competent advice 
you need for choosing the right seedlings of good 
and healthy quality (drawing on our extensive ex-
perience in the field).

Stefan Kraege Markus Staden
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Please take into account in your planning that due 
to the increase of varieties and plant types it becomes 
increasingly difficult to have all products available 
at all times. For a lot of plant types we need more 
than a year to prepair the production. Please contact 
us as soon as possible once you have made your 
choice in order to avoid disappointments. In case of 
a contracted production you have the option to have 
the plants be supervised throughout the process.
With Malling Centenery and Faith we have introduced 
two new varieties that proved that the costs for pick-
ing could be lowered in relation to the quality and 
size of the fruit during the last season. The attractive 
look of these varieties increased the customer inter-
est noticeably.
For the upcoming season we are offering some 
interesting new developments of different cultivations 
such as FF 1602, Aprica, Renaissance, and Sunsation.
The raspberry market is also coming up with some 
new and very interesting varieties. We would like  
to call your attention especially to the fall variety 
Mapema.
We wish you all the best for a successful berry  
harvest for the upcoming season and are looking 
forward to a great partnership.

Stefan Kraege, Markus Staden
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International KraegeKraege

Kraege International has been 
a specialist propagator of strawberry 
plant material since 1958. Our com-
pany produces more than 20 different 
strawberry varieties on about 140 
hectares of rented land. Strawberry 
frigo plants account for the lion’s share 
of our business. We continuously work 
to maintain and improve plant mate-
rial health.
It all starts with producing our own 
mother plants. (Read more on this on 
the next page.) Our particular strength 
is the wide range of varieties we offer. 

Having good contacts with all major 
plant breeders worldwide, we are 
able to test new varieties at an early 
stage. As you can see from the pick-
ing period table, we have a wide 
range of products with all currently 
popular varieties included.

In addition to strawberry plants, 
Kraege focuses on the production of 
raspberry plants. The latter are offer-
ed as bare-rooted cane as well as 
potted plants gained from root cut-
tings.

Sales  
professional market

Thorsten Waltering
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -25
waltering@kraege.de

Christian Rohling
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -23
rohling@kraege.de

Sales Manager
professional market

Karsten Pieper
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -32
pieper@kraege.de

Sales  
professional market

Sales Manager
retail market

Sales Manager
retail market

Stefan Stockmann
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -34
stockmann@kraege.de

Conny Pofalla
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -0
pofalla@kraege.de
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InternationalKraege

Tobias Linnemannstöns
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -36 
linnemannstoens@kraege.de

Production, Sales  
raspberries

Production 
Frigo Plants 

August Löckener
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -27
info@kraege.de

Production 
Fresh Plants

Carsten Eggert
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -0
info@kraege.de

Christian Vogel
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -35
vogel@kraege.de

Production 
High Health Material

Anna Meilwes
+ 49 (0) 25 04 70 00 -30
meilwes@kraege.de

Variety sighting 
and testing
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MotherMother

Mother plants from our 
own production!

Healthy plants are the basis for suc-
cessful fruit cultivation. Pro du cing our 
own starting material we take the de -
cisive step to en sure the pro pagation 
of healthy plants. As we know from 
experience new di s eases emerge re -
gionally at first be fore spreading over 
larger areas.
Cultivating mother plants of different 
origin at one site always in  volves a 
high risk of disease progression. We 
minimise the risk by keeping our start-
ing material strict ly apart from plants 
of other origin. For the reasons men-
tioned above we have put a ”closed 
system” in place.
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Mother

The production of our elite plants starts 
with in-vitro propagation in the labo-
ratory. Unlike in common meristem 
labs, the idea is not to produce as 
many seedlings as possible in a short 
period of time. In  stead, our one and 
only intention is to get a small number 
of definitely healthy plants. In the  
following steps, we exclusively use  
runners for propagation. First of all,  
the in- vitro plants are propagated in 
a saran house. The tightly woven, 
gauze-like saran fabric prevents in -
sects from entering the house and 
infecting the plants with viruses. 
Mother plants as well as seedlings are 
grown on table beds, in safe distance 
from the ground bed, so that infection 
by soil fungi is excluded. For extra 
safety, the super-elite plants (SEE) 
produced in the saran house are in -
spected for di seases on an annual 
basis.

The super-elite plants (SEE) are then 
propagated on a special site, far 
away from other strawberry planta-
tions. The resulting elite plants (EE) are 
used for the production of commercial 
plant material and are sub ject to con-
stant supervision by the Chamber of 
Agriculture.
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Variety sighting/testing
 
“What ś new in varieties?“ is the ques-
tion most frequently asked by straw-
berry plant buyers. What they want 
is a healthy, early or late season va -
riety of outstanding fruit quality and 
yield potential – in short: the perfect 
strawberry variety. Unfortunately, 
there is no such a thing, and there 
won´t be in the future. Selection and 
breeding of new varieties aims at 
various objectives. Healthy plants, if 
possible with resistance to common 
diseases, and an extended season 
are the most relevant criteria. 

Thanks to our good contacts to straw-
berry breeders we get new clones in 
for evaluation each year. The most 
promising ones are planted in our 
experimental garden and tested for 
special properties they might have. 
Usually this concerns a “normal out-
door cultivation”. With interesting 
varieties additionally tests concerning 
earliness or rather lateness are done.

Good varieties are recognised early 
on. The “candidates” are tested for 
several years and initially suggested 
for trial planting only. Intensive testing 
of strawberry varieties is essential for 
us to keep our stock up to date.

The experimental results are the basis 
for our variety evaluation in this bro-
chure. The description shall give you 
an overview of our current range of 
varieties and describe the fundamen-
tal characteristics. In doing so, results 
of the experimental stations and im -

pressions from experience are taking 
into account. Nevertheless, depending 
on weather conditions, there are very 
different results each year. A conclud-
ing evaluation of a variety is therefore 
possible after 2 – 3 years at the ear-
liest.

A particular variety evaluation is also 
getting more and more specific in 
terms of production and site. In this 
instance the producer is on his/her 
own. You have to find the most inter-
esting varieties for your site and your 
production methods.
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Carousel of varieties

What constitutes a good va riety? 
Or more precisely: When is 
a variety so good that it 
should be introduced onto 
the market?
The carousel of varieties 
turns at high speed and 
it becomes increasingly 
difficult for the grower, 
the ex  perimenter and 
especially for the breeding 
companies to maintain an 
overview.
The development of a healthy breed-
ing takes some time and the variety 
should still be in demand when it is 
available in larger quantities. After 
all, licenses for interesting varieties 
are very expensive and hard to get. 
In the past, growth conditions were-
relatively comparable. 
However, today, there are almost as 
many methods of cultivating strawber-
ries as there are varieties.
Time and capacity are lacking and 
due to different production methods, 
fertilization programs and marketing 
methods it is very expensive to test 
new varieties.
Therefore, a new variety is often ten-
tatively cultivated under standard 
conditions (Elsanta). 
If it does not yield enough crops with-
in the next two years, it is re-moved 
from the programme. Ulti ma tely, there 
are enough varieties that can be 
tested.
This raises the next question. How 
many varieties do we actually miss 
because we do not have time to de -
velop new growing methods for new 
varieties?

Varieties 
that are char-

acterised by excellent fruit qualities  
or a specific taste deserve the effort 
to compensate eventual weaknesses 
by a suit able growing method. With 
some varieties, e.g. Flair (fertilization 
strategy), Alba (herbicide sensitivity), 
Malwina (thrips, strawberry blossom 
weevil), this has worked perfectly in 
recent years.
For those, who feel called to lead new 
varieties to success, we always have 
new varieties for test plantings avail-
able.
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NewVarietiesNew

Sunsation

FF 1602

Sunsation is a novelty from the 
cultivation program of Flevo Berry in 
the main season.
Sunsation convinces with an evenly 
formed fruit and very good flavor. 
The fruit color of Sunsation is an 

Fresh Forward introduces with  
FF 1602 a new selection, which will 
probably be given a variety name 
to wards the end of year. 
FF 1602 is a very promising new 
early variety, which is comparable in 
ripening to Clery. Its predominant 
strength is its suitability for all market-
ing strategies. The selection convinc-
es with medium to big, solid berries.

appealing medium red with an attrac-
tive brightness. Sunsation has a good 
firmness of fruit with a slightly sensitive 
skin. The yield is above average.

The fruits are light-red, very conicle 
shaped with a high yield of class 1/A 
berries. The yield is even higher than 
Rumba and significantly so in relation 
to Clery. The juicy berries have a high 
sugar content. The taste is very deli-
cious which is quite remarkable for 
an early variety suitable for trade.
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New Varieties

Renaissance is a new flavor va riety 
from the breeding department of 
Hansa bred. It ripens in the medium 
harvesting period. The medium sized 
berries come across very evenly, 
heart-shaped and without deforma-
tions. The yield of Re naissance is 
medium to high, with an average 
weight of the single berry. The plant 
health is very good with a good tol-
erance level of mildew, botrytis and 

phytophtora cactorum. Renaissance 
has been bred with a special empha-
sis on aroma. Its intense flavor is far 
above the average of the other vari-
eties. It is therefore highly recom-
mendable for the gourmet market and 
use. Renaissance is also suitable for 
direct marketing and pick your own.

Renaissance
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EarlySeasonEarly

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 5 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

4 76

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 76

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments Flower trusses over the leaves, frostprotection

– protected variety, Head Licence: Planasa, Spain

 Colour light-red, glossy
 Comments good shelf life, susceptible for Phenmedipham!

– protected variety, Head Licence: New Fruits, Italy

 Alba 

 Dream
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SeasonEarly

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 5 6

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Yield

4 7

8

8

 Colour medium-red ... red, glossy
 Comments alternative for Alba in the early season

– protected variety, Head Licence: W. Faedi, Italy

 Garda 
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EarlyStraberry

Flair, a variety of Flevo Berry has an 
interesting ripening time, wich is 5 – 7 
days earlier than Hone oye. It is very 
good for growing in tunnels with an 
even earlier ripening time. Taste of 
the attractive fruits is excellent. Flair 
has long flower truses and is an very 
"open" plant. It is necessary to have 
a frost protection. A special fertilisa-
tion program is recommended, to 
optimise the yield. Have a look in the 
variety info on www.kraege.de.

Flair

775

634

131

Clery

677

608

69

Honeoye

643

547

56

Yield in g
total < 30 mm> 30 mm
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Early Season

Shelf Life

Taste
7 8 90 1 2 3 4

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

5 6

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments interesting early variety for direct marketing, we  
  re commend to seek special advice on cultivation  
  to get the optimum growth, yield and fruit size

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Flair
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Daroyal® is a cross-breed (Elsanta x 
Parker) from Darbonne’s breeding 
programme. Daroyal® ripens three  
to five days earlier than Hon eoye. 
Attrac   tively shaped fruits of large to 
very large size characte rise this vari-
ety. The fruit colour is a glossy red to 
dark red. Yields are good or even 
excellent. Every single fruit can be 
picked and sold (unlike Honeoye 
where at least 30% of the last fruits 
remain unpicked due to their small 
size and poor fla vour). 

The fruits are best marketed on the 
day they are picked, because they 
have a tendency to darken in the cold 
storage. Daroyal® is fine for selling at 
market stalls as well as for pick-your-
own plantations. 

Daroyal® is a vigorous, robust vari-
ety that does fine on plots with out 
crop rotation. Unlike Honeoye, it is 
very resistant to Verticillium. Earlier 
cultivation with fleece material or 
plastic film is possible and promising 
(see test results).
Daroyal® produces very long spadices 
(similar to Dar se lect®) and should be 
planted in protected sites. 

Daroyal® is sig ni ficantly superior to 
the currently favoured early-season 
Honeoye in terms of ripening period, 
taste, fruit size and plant health.
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Early Season

Shelf Life

Taste
7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

Size

 Colour glossy, red … dark red
 Comments resistant for Verticillium wilt, suitable for direct marketing  
  and pick your own

– protected variety, Head Licence: 

 Daroyal®

6
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Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

65

Early EarlySeason

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

 Colour light-red ... red
 Comments taste and yield depend a lot on the area,  
  good disease resistance

– protected variety, Head Licence: C.I.V., Italy

 Colour medium-red, very glossy
 Comments attractive early variety with good taste,  
  suitable for all marketing channels

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Clery

 FF 1602

5 7
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Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

Early Season

 Colour glossy, red … dark-red
 Comments susceptible to Verticillium wilt, suitable for production  
  under polyethylene or fleece covering 

Provenance: USA

 Honeoye

right depthtoo deep too high

The right planting depth is crucial 
for successful production!
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Early

Malling Centenary is an early vari-
ety from the breeding program of East 
Malling (GB). The ripening time has 
varied within the last couple of years. 
While in the first year of planting the 
variety ripened just two day after 
Clery, the last several years have 
established a ripening time a few days 
before Elsanta. The variety can be 
covered to ripen 3 – 5 days after 
Clery. The harvest will be noticeably 
beyond Clery when planted earlier. 
In the open field production we had 
yields that were above those of 
Elsanta. In England Malling Centenary 
has good results in the 60 day pro-
duction. Malling Centenary stands for 
a variety with unique fruits. The flavor 
of Malling Centenary is good to excel-
lent with a nice strawberry aroma. 
The berries are of medium red, they 
will darken slightly when kept cool. 
They will then have a uniform red 
berry color which is slightly darker 
than Elsanta. Malling Centenary has 
a wonderful sheen to it; the berries 
are big and very, very uniform in size. 
We have harvested 98% of berries 
with class A! The firmness of the ber-
ries is very good. Our results for their 
shelf life is considerably above that 
of Elsanta.

These qualities of Malling Centenary 
are so convincing for us that we con-
sider the risks minor. What are those 
risks? According to the experiences 
made so far the variety is not very 
resistant to diseases. They are suscep-
tible for Xanthomonas and Phy toph-
thora Cactorum. The variety blossoms 
are a little bit above the leaves and 
has to be protected against frost. After 
initial negative reports about rain 
damage the variety is gaining popu-
larity for open field production. Due 
to the perfect appearance and the 
good flavor, Malling Centenary can 
be used for all marketing channels.

65 69

Malling Centenary

855

790

Clery

677

608

Elsanta

887

613

274

Class 1, Yield in g 
total < 30 mm> 30 mm
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SeasonEarly

Shelf Life

Taste
7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

 Colour medium-red, very glossy
 Comments very attractive fruits, suitable for all marketing channels,  
  susceptible to Xantho monas, Phytoph thora cactorum

– protected variety, Head Licence: Meiosis, GB

 Malling Centenary

Its real advantage, however, is defi-
nitely the tunnel production. The fruit 
quality and the harvest with this kind 
of cultivation is extraordinary. The 
harvest provides almost completely 
class A berries, with a high weight of 
the individual berries. 
Malling Centenary is easy to pick with 
a high picking rate. 

We consider Malling Centenary 
among the most promising varieties 
on the market. It has an interesting 
ripening time and a great flavor. In 
the punnet Malling Centenary is a 
class of its own.
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Rumba is an early cropping variety 
from the breeding programme of 
Fresh Forward. Rumba ripens about 
seven days before Sonata, and the 
season is considerably longer than 
that of Honeoye or Clery.
The variety produces medium-red 
fruits with an appealing gloss. The 
fruits are large, uniform and firm. They 
have a good shelf life and retain their 
gloss and shine even after cold stor-
age. The flavour of the juicy fruits is 
good. Regular picking is important 
as the berries would otherwise get 
too dark.

For an earlier season start, Rumba 
can be grown under fleece and/or 
plastic film as well as in polytunnels. 
Yields are high thanks to the proper 
size and weight of the individual fruits. 
There are barely any crippled fruits.
The pedicels are not too long, so the 
blossoms are fairly well protected by 
the foliage against late frosts and 
heavy rain. Even so it is important to 
cover the plants with plastic film or 
fleece in spring to protect the flowers 
from night frosts.
Rumba is a very healthy, vigorous 
variety that has so far shown no par-
ticular susceptibility to specific dis-
eases. 

The breeders however recommend 
preventive treatment against Botrytis 
and Rhizoctonia.

35 cm has been proven the right spac-
ing between the plants in a row. Two 
types of planting material can be used 
– frigo plants in spring or green plants 
early in August. Given the large size 
of the fruits, two-year cultivation is  
pos   sible without any problems. How-
ever, the plants must be protected 
against winter frosts in the second 
year, because the rhizomes will have 
grown up fairly high by that time.

Boron-containing fertilisers should be 
used sparingly, as the variety tends 
to uptake excessive amounts of this 
trace element. Apart from this Rumba 
is relatively easy to cultivate and with-
out any special fertilisers.
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SeasonEarly

Shelf Life

Taste
8 90 1 2 3 4 6

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments good presentation in the punnet, robust plant

 Rumba

75
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Darselect® is a successful variety for 
pick-your-own plantations, direct mar-
keting and the commercial sector. It 
is very suitable for early season pro-
duction, and it can also be planted 
on former strawberry sites.
Cold-store Darselect® plants should 
be planted in April/May. 
Fresh plant material is planted best in 
early August.
Plants should be kept free of mildew. 
First mildew symptoms show up in 
Darselect® plants at an early stage 
and have to be treated immedia tely. 
The fruits are not affected by mildew.

When selecting the field keep in mind 
that the variety is susceptible to blos-
som frost damage. 

Darselect® blooms early with blossoms 
growing above the leaves. Earlier 
season production will in -crease the 
risk of frost damage. So make sure 
you select a well protected site. Frost 
irrigation is recommendable in critical 
areas.
A cultivation scheme adapted to the 
variety will give optimised re   sults. 
Especially the yield and the gloss of 
the fruits can be further improved. 
Where nitrogen re quire ments are con-
cern, apply the usual 80 kg/ha.

The right date of fertiliser appli cation 
is important for the plants to generate 
blossoms early in autumn. 

The leaf mass development should be 
completed by early September. There-
fore, don't apply nitrogen to newly 
planted fresh dug material, or choose 
a very careful dose. Modest fertiliser 
application is also advisable in the 
spring (although it has to be consid-
ered that a larger leaf mass can help 
minimise the risk of sunburn damage). 
The main nitro gen application is done 
after the harvest.

When growing Darselect® make sure 
you maintain a proper balance of 
potassium and mag nesium in the soil 
(soil analysis). Magnesium application 
during the fruit growth phase can 
enhance the gloss of the fruits. We 
recommend using leaf ferti l isers.

The fruits are perfect for picking when 
the outer skin shows a uniform brick-
red colour. Pick every 3 – 4 days, as 
a rule of thumb. When harvested ripe, 
Darselect® will re  ward you with fruits 
of excellent flavour, flawless quality 
and good transport properties.
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SeasonEarly

Shelf Life

Taste
8 90 1 2 3 4 5

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

6 7

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments susceptible to mildew, red spider and sunburning,  
  suitable for production under polyethylene or fleece 
  covering

– protected variety, Head Licence: 

 Darselect®
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Season MainMain

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

 Colour glossy, medium-red
 Comments good disease resistance, but sensitive to Phytophthora,  
  very sensitive to Colletotrichum!

– protected variety, Head Licence: Vissers, NL

 Colour glossy, medium-red
 Comments fruit with firm flesh and sensitive skin

– protected variety, Head Licence: Vissers, NL

 Kimberly

 Elianny

6
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Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6 7

SeasonMain

 Colour medium-red, very glossy
 Comments good Shelf Life, very attractiv fruit for  
  the wholesale market

– protected variety, Head Licence: C.I.V., Italy

 Aprica

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

 Colour bright, medium-red
 Comments very sensitive to mildew

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Lambada
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MainMain Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

 Colour bright, light-red ... red
 Comments poor disease resistance, suitable for production  
  under polyethylene or fleece covering

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments interesting new variety for direct marketing

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Elsanta

 Sunsation
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Main Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 5 6 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

4 7

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments very attractive fruit, great for supermarkets,  
  susceptible to mildew and Phytophthora 

– protected variety, Head Licence: East Malling, GB

Elegance is a midium-season cropping 
variety from East Malling’s breeding 
programme. It crops a bit later than 
Elsanta and has a long season.
Elegance produces large, very uni-
form, medium-red fruits. There are 
almost no crippled fruits to speak of. 
The attractive gloss and the overall 
appearance of the fruits in the punnet 
are truly convincing. Yields are im -
pressive with a large percentage of 
Class 1 fruits. Its good shelf life makes 
Elegance an interesting variety for 
supermarkets, while it has to be ac -
cepted that the flavour is unexcep-
tional and the aroma not very pro-
nounced. Elegance is easy to pick and 
suitable for 60-day production.

The plants are healthy and feature an 
erect habit. The fruits are well dis-
played on long pedicels, which gives 
a high picking rate.

Cultivation is fairly easy as experience 
has shown so far. Where diseases are 
concerned, we have to mention the 
high susceptibility to mildew.

Elegance is a promising variety for 
supermarkets. The berries look great 
in the punnet.

 Elegance
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Main MidSeason

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

 Colour bright, medium-red
 Comments very big first fruits, good presentation in punnet  
  and basket

– protected variety, Head Licence: New Fruits Italy

 Asia

An interesting variety 
for the high season

Asia, bred by New Fruits of Italy, rip-
ens about 2 – 3 days after Elsanta. 
The uniformly shaped, attractively 
glossy fruits feature an excellent firm-
ness. Their colour is a bright medium 
red. Yields match those of Elsanta, 
with a larger percentage of Class 1 
fruits. Asia flowers bloom slightly 
under the foliage, the large fruits give 
a high picking rate. 
The berries are very nice to look at, 
in the basket as well as in the punnet. 
This makes Asia an interesting vari-
ety for pick-your-own and direct mar-
keting. Depending on weather condi-
tions, wholesale marketing can also 
be worth a try.
The plants are vigorous and little sus-
ceptible to Verticillium.

Elsanta

887

613

274

Asia

1023

892

131

Class 1, Yield in g 
total < 30 mm> 30 mm
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Mid Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

 Colour glossy, red … dark-red
 Comments good disease resistance, very good for pick your  
  own, getting small in the second year

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Colour glossy, red … dark-red
 Comments one-year culture recommended (fruit size), tolerant to  
  Verticillium slightly, susceptible to mildew

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Korona

 Polka

65

6
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MidSeasonMid

Sonata is a crossbreed variety (El san-
ta x Polka) by Fresh Forward. It ripens 
about 1 – 3 days after Elsanta, pro-
ducing large, firm and attractively 
shaped fruits. The fruit is glossy and 
medium-red all over, without any 
green tips. The flavour is excellent with 
good levels of sugar.
Yet another advantage over Elsanta 
is the consistently uni form shape, with 
no crippled fruits. The plant is robust 
yet susceptible to Ph. Cac torum, which 
must be con sidered in your plant pro-
tection scheme. Sonata is sensitive to 
heat. Earlier production with plastic 
film or non-woven material is possible 
but won’t give the same effect as with 
e.g. Darselect®. 
Later cultivation with straw is an op -
tion. Sonata is the ideal A+/waiting 
bed plant material for 60-day culture. 
These positive characteristics have 
made Sonata a major mid-season 
variety over the last few years.
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Mid Season

Shelf Life

Taste
7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Colour light-red ... red, bright and glossy
 Comments large, attractive fruit, no mishaped fruits, sensitive to  
  Phytophthora cactorum, suitable for production under  
  polyethylene or fleece covering 

 Sonata
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LateLate Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

7

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

 Colour light-red ... red, bright and glossy
 Comments good resistance to Phytophthora

– protected variety, bred by Scottish Crop Research Institute, Dundee, Scotland

– protected variety, Head Licence: Fresh Forward International B.V. Wageningen, NL

 Colour light-red ... red, bright and glossy
 Comments very high yield, for pick your own and direct selling

 Symphony

 Salsa

5
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Late Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments attractive fruit, suitable for supermarkets, direct selling  
  and pick your own

 Faith

Faith is a late variety from the breed-
ing programme of Flevo Berry. The 
variety ripens about 7 – 10 days after 
Elsanta and is therefore located in the 
interesting ripening period directly 
before Malwina. Faith convinces with 
big, conically shaped, firm fruits. The 
colour is medium-red with an attrac-
tive gloss. The yield is high. The fruits 
are big with high individual fruit 
weights.
Altogether Faith is a fruit with a good 
taste and a very nice presentation in 
punnet. Well branched infructescenc-
es with big fruits facilitate the yield, 
so that very high picking rated can 
be reached.

Faith is a very vigorous variety that 
should be planted with a wider plant 
distance. It flourishes for a long peri-
od and therefore ensures a steady, 
long yield. Faith can be strohverspätet 
very well.
Faith is not very prone to mildew and 
botrytis, but should be protected 
against phythophthora cactorum. A 
preventive treatment with the usual 
supplements (phosphorous acid) is 
recommended. During our experi-
ments Faith has not been very sensitive 
to rain.
Faith is the late variety between 
Sonata and Malwina that both con-
vinces with a good taste and a very 
nice presentation in punnet. It is very 
well suited for direct marketing as well 
as for retail sector marketing.
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Late Season

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

65

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

6

 Colour orange-red, bright and glossy
 Comments very vigorous, male sterile, good pollination with  
  Florence

– protected variety, Head Licence: Meiosis, GB

 Colour red … dark-red
 Comments good disease resistance, susceptible to sunburning

– protected variety, Head Licence: Meiosis, GB

 Yamaska

 Florence
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Faith, Florence – Yamaska

Being an all-female variety, Yamaska 
needs a male for pollination. This is 
where Florence recommends itself  
as a late season variety of excellent  
quality. To ensure good pollination, 
Florence should be planted at least 
every sixth to eighth row. Row spacing 
will depend on what marketing chan-
nel you are going to serve.

 
When picking the two varieties make 
sure you are using separate punnets 
(different fruit colours). If you are going 
to serve the commercial sector only, 
keep the proportion of Florence as 
small as pos sible, because its rather 
dark fruit colour is likely to be less 
accepted.

Yamaska cold-stored material should 
not be planted before mid-May, fresh 
plants from the first or second week 
of August. Yamaska is a very vigorous 
va  riety, comparable to Malling 
Pandora. Please note that a too strong 
vegetative growth may impair pollina-
tion or cause al binism. 

Here are some recom-
mendations to follow:

- Late planting date for cold- 
 store material  
 (from mid-May)

- In-row plant spacing should  
 be 40 to 50 cm, spacing  
 between rows 1 meter  
 where possible

- No nitrogen fertiliser in  
 spring

- Soil must contain a sufficient  
 amount of potassium and  
 magnesium

- Row widths should be kept  
 narrow towards autumn

4, 6 or 8 rows of each variety alternating 
for commercial marketing only 

5 or 7 rows of Yamaska alternating with  
2 rows of Florence for combined  
commercial and direct marketing

Planting example: Yamaska – Florence, Faith 
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Late

Advantages
– very late picking period
– selffertility, no other  
 variety for fertilization
– excellent taste
– attractive fruit
– tolerant to verticillium

Important:
– complete picking season  
 together with late varieties like:  
 Florence, Faith, Yamaska, Salsa
– thinning to 3 – 4 crowns for a  
 second year crop
– picking every two days for a  
 high fruit firmness
– special spraying against thrips  
 and strawberry blossom
– susceptible to Ph. cactorum,  
 protection with phosphor acid  
 chemicals recommended

Very important is a special 
spraying program against thrips 

and strawberry blossom!

10987 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2065432 21 22 23

14. Juni 10. Juli1. Juni

Elsanta

Florence

Faith

Malwina

   Malwina    – covered with straw

picked fruits

50%0% 100%

26
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Late Season

Shelf Life

Taste
8 90 1 2 3 4 5

23 24 25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Size

7 8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6
Yield

 – protected variety, Head Licence: Peter Stoppel, Germany

 Colour glossy, red… dark-red
 Comments very late picking period, self-fertilization

 Malwina

76
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 Taste Shelf life Yield Size Comments

 0 – 9 0 – 9  0 – 9  Ø g/fruit

Garda  3,5 – 5,5 8 8 23 – 25,5 Interesting alternative to Alba

Daroyal®  5,73 6 6,5 20 good disease resistance

Alba  4,6 6,5 8 22 – 24,8 susceptible for Phenmedifam

FF-1602  5,5 6,5 7 20 suitable for all marketing channels 

Clery  5 7 5 18 – 20 Standard variety in Tunnels

Honeoye  5,2 5 – 6 5 18 – 20 Early variety for northern growing areas

Dream  5,5 7 4 21,8 Attractive fruits with a good taste

 Aprica  5 7 7 23 – 24 Very attractiv fruit for the wholesale market 

Rumba  4,9 7 6,5 21,9 Appealingly glossy fruits

Lambada  6,5 5,5 4 20 susceptible to mildew,Very good taste

Darselect®  6,1 7 6 23 – 25 good to force, susceptible to sunburn

Kimberly  5 6 6,5 21  healthy plant, susceptible to Colletotrichum

Elianny  5,5 6 6 22 firm fruit, soft skin

Korona  6,25 4,5 7 15 – 17 Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Elsanta  5,2 6 6 16 – 19 For greenhouse and 60-day culture

Elegance  4 7 7,5 22 very susceptible to Ph.Cactoru

Sonata  5,5 6,5 7,5 21,5 The standard in direct marketing

Sunsation  5,5 6 7,5 22,5 Interesting new variety for direct marketing

Asia  5,3 6 7,5 23,5 – 25 Big fruits with a sweet taste

Polka  6,25 5 5,5 15 – 17,5 Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Symphony  4,75 7 5,5 17 Resilient late variety

Salsa  5,2 4,5 8 24 various taste

Florence  4,7 6 7,5 22 – 25 darker fruit, big yield

Yamaska  5 6,5 6 22 Needs a pollinator

Malwina  6 6 5,5 21,6 The late variety with an excellent taste

 5,2 7,5 6,7 23 – 25,5 The fruit qualities are simply outstanding!  Malling Centenary 

Faith  5 6 8 23 – 25,5 bright fruits, good taste

Picking Periods
Trials on KRAEGE/Telgte picked Fruits

50%0% 100%

 5,2 6,2 5 21 – 23  Interesting early variety with a good taste  Flair

29282726 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 82524232221

June 14 July 10 May 20
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Very attractiv fruit for the wholesale market

Appealingly glossy fruits

susceptible to mildew,Very good taste

good to force, susceptible to sunburn

healthy plant, susceptible to Colletotrichum

firm fruit, soft skin

Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

For greenhouse and 60-day culture

very susceptible to Ph.Cactoru

The standard in direct marketing

Interesting new variety for direct marketing

Big fruits with a sweet taste

Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Resilient late variety

various taste

Comments

Interesting alternative to Alba

good disease resistance

susceptible for Phenmedifam

suitable for all marketing channels

Standard variety in Tunnels

Early variety for northern growing areas

Attractive fruits with a good taste

darker fruit, big yield

Needs a pollinator

Th l h ll

The fruit qualities are simply outstanding! 

bright fruits, good taste

Interesting early variety with a good taste 

4,7 

5 

6

5 

4,9 

6,5 

6,1 

5 

5,5 

6,25 

5,2 

4 

5,5 

5,5 

5,3 

6,25 

4,75 

5,2 

Taste 

0 – 9 

3,5 – 5,5 

5,73 

4,6 

5,5 

5 

5,2 

5,5 

5,2 

5 

5,2 

6 

6,5 

6

7 

7 

5,5 

7 

6 

6 

4,5 

6 

7 

6,5 

6 

6 

5 

7 

4,5 

8 

6 

6,5 

6,5 

7 

5 – 6 

7 

7,5 

Shelf life 

0 – 9  

6 

6,2 

Yield 

0 – 9  

8 

6,5 

8 

7 

5 

5 

4 

7 

6,5 

4 

6 

6,5 

6 

7 

6 

7,5 

7,5 

7,5 

7,5 

5,5 

5,5 

8 

7,5 

6 

5 5

6,7 

8 

5 

Size 

Ø g/fruit

23 – 25,5 

20 

22 – 24,8 

20 

18 – 20 

18 – 20 

21,8

23 – 24

21,9 

20 

23 – 25

21 

22

15 – 17 

16 – 19 

22

21,5

22,5 

23,5 – 25 

15 – 17,5 

17 

24 

22 – 25

22

21 6

23 – 25,5 

23 – 25,5 

21 – 23  
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 Taste Shelf life Yield Size Comments

 0 – 9 0 – 9  0 – 9  Ø g/fruit

Garda  3,5 – 5,5 8 8 23 – 25,5 Interesting alternative to Alba

Daroyal®  5,73 6 6,5 20 good disease resistance

Alba  4,6 6,5 8 22 – 24,8 susceptible for Phenmedifam

FF-1602  5,5 6,5 7 20 suitable for all marketing channels 

Clery  5 7 5 18 – 20 Standard variety in Tunnels

Honeoye  5,2 5 – 6 5 18 – 20 Early variety for northern growing areas

Dream  5,5 7 4 21,8 Attractive fruits with a good taste

 Aprica  5 7 7 23 – 24 Very attractiv fruit for the wholesale market 

Rumba  4,9 7 6,5 21,9 Appealingly glossy fruits

Lambada  6,5 5,5 4 20 susceptible to mildew,Very good taste

Darselect®  6,1 7 6 23 – 25 good to force, susceptible to sunburn

Kimberly  5 6 6,5 21  healthy plant, susceptible to Colletotrichum

Elianny  5,5 6 6 22 firm fruit, soft skin

Korona  6,25 4,5 7 15 – 17 Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Elsanta  5,2 6 6 16 – 19 For greenhouse and 60-day culture

Elegance  4 7 7,5 22 very susceptible to Ph.Cactoru

Sonata  5,5 6,5 7,5 21,5 The standard in direct marketing

Sunsation  5,5 6 7,5 22,5 Interesting new variety for direct marketing

Asia  5,3 6 7,5 23,5 – 25 Big fruits with a sweet taste

Polka  6,25 5 5,5 15 – 17,5 Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Symphony  4,75 7 5,5 17 Resilient late variety

Salsa  5,2 4,5 8 24 various taste

Florence  4,7 6 7,5 22 – 25 darker fruit, big yield

Yamaska  5 6,5 6 22 Needs a pollinator

Malwina  6 6 5,5 21,6 The late variety with an excellent taste

 5,2 7,5 6,7 23 – 25,5 The fruit qualities are simply outstanding!  Malling Centenary 

Faith  5 6 8 23 – 25,5 bright fruits, good taste

Picking Periods
Trials on KRAEGE/Telgte picked Fruits

50%0% 100%

 5,2 6,2 5 21 – 23  Interesting early variety with a good taste  Flair

29282726 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 82524232221

June 14 July 10 May 20
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Very attractiv fruit for the wholesale market

Appealingly glossy fruits

susceptible to mildew,Very good taste

good to force, susceptible to sunburn

healthy plant, susceptible to Colletotrichum

firm fruit, soft skin

Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

For greenhouse and 60-day culture

very susceptible to Ph.Cactoru

The standard in direct marketing

Interesting new variety for direct marketing

Big fruits with a sweet taste

Pick-your-own variety for the annual culture

Resilient late variety

various taste

Comments

Interesting alternative to Alba

good disease resistance

susceptible for Phenmedifam

suitable for all marketing channels

Standard variety in Tunnels

Early variety for northern growing areas

Attractive fruits with a good taste

darker fruit, big yield

Needs a pollinator

Th l h ll

The fruit qualities are simply outstanding! 

bright fruits, good taste

Interesting early variety with a good taste 

4,7 

5 

6

5 

4,9 

6,5 

6,1 

5 

5,5 

6,25 

5,2 

4 

5,5 

5,5 

5,3 

6,25 

4,75 

5,2 

Taste 

0 – 9 

3,5 – 5,5 

5,73 

4,6 

5,5 

5 

5,2 

5,5 

5,2 

5 

5,2 

6 

6,5 

6

7 

7 

5,5 

7 

6 

6 

4,5 

6 

7 

6,5 

6 

6 

5 

7 

4,5 

8 

6 

6,5 

6,5 

7 

5 – 6 

7 

7,5 

Shelf life 

0 – 9  

6 

6,2 

Yield 

0 – 9  

8 

6,5 

8 

7 

5 

5 

4 

7 

6,5 

4 

6 

6,5 

6 

7 

6 

7,5 

7,5 

7,5 

7,5 

5,5 

5,5 

8 

7,5 

6 

5 5

6,7 

8 

5 

Size 

Ø g/fruit

23 – 25,5 

20 

22 – 24,8 

20 

18 – 20 

18 – 20 

21,8

23 – 24

21,9 

20 

23 – 25

21 

22

15 – 17 

16 – 19 

22

21,5

22,5 

23,5 – 25 

15 – 17,5 

17 

24 

22 – 25

22

21 6

23 – 25,5 

23 – 25,5 

21 – 23  
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Everbearers

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

6

– protected variety, Head Licence: Peter Vinson

 Colour bright, light-red ... red
 Comments berries are susceptible to cracking when it rains

 Colour red … dark-red, shiny
 Comments poor disease resistance, suitable for supermarkets  
  and direct selling

– protected variety, Head Licence: Peter Vinson

 Evie II

 Everest
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Everbearers

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 5 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

4

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments beautiful fruit in the punnet

 Colour glossy, attractive bright red
 Comments beautiful fruit in the punnet

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Florina

 Florin
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Strawberry Everbearers

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5 6

 Colour glossy, red…medium-red
 Comments woodland strawberry flavour

– protected variety, Head Licence: Ciref, France

 Colour medium-red ... red, glossy
 Comments early everbearer with good taste, poor yield in the  
  open field, substrate culture recommended

– protected variety, Head Licence: Peter Vinson, GB

 Charlotte

 Verity
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Everbearers

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

5

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

65

– protected variety, Head Licence: Flevo Berry, NL

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments  aromtic taste

 Colour medium-red, glossy
 Comments very aromatic taste, protected culture in substratum is  
  necessary, Sweet Eve is a bit earlier than Eve's Delight

– protected variety, Head Licence: Peter Vinson, GB

 Florentina

 Sweet Eve
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Everbearers

– protected variety, Head Licence: University California, USA

– protected variety, Head Licence: C.I.V., Italy

 Colour bright … medium-red, glossy
 Comments godd shelf life, very good for the wholesale market

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 5 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

3 4 6

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 7 8

25gø 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

65

 Colour medium-red … red, glossy
 Comments attractive fruits, good taste

 Portolas

 Murano
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Fresh plant: availble end of July,  
 August Kraege fresh plants are lifted all by Hand 

Misted Tips: potted freshplants availble end of July, August
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Tray plants

The production of tray plants starts 
much like those of potted plants. 
Misted tips are harvested, put in pots 
and rooted under irrigation systems. 
In contrast to the plug plants, who will 
be delivered as soon as possible after 
having rooted the tray plants will 
remain on a tray field within their 
trays until they are dormant in 
December. Tray plants have a harvest-
ing potential that is comparable to 
productive waiting plants. 

They are suitable mainly for 60 day 
culture in substrat houses. In order to 
guarantee a commercially successful 
cultivar the potential of the plant has 
to be used to the maximum. 

The production and storage of this 
plant type is extreme involved and 
therefore cost intensive. The required 
plants should be ordered in June/July 
of the preciding year.

Plants has to be  
ordered until June 15th
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Our waiting-bed plants are exclu-
sively produced from fresh plant 
material! The fresh plants are har-
vested by hand and replanted short-
ly afterwards to ensure almost unim-
paired growing.

Elsanta waiting beds can be sup  plied 
in three grades:

„light“ (15 – 18 mm) 
„medium“ (18 – 22 mm)
„heavy“  (> 22 mm)

Waiting-bed plants are especially 
suitable for greenhouse production, 
dam cultivation and 60-day cul ture.

Waiting beds: Darselect® · Elsanta · Flair · Malwina 
  Sonata · Malling Centenary

Cold-stored strawberry Plants 
are available in various grades, 
which are best described by 
the crown diameter.

Weak grade (A) plants (8 – 10 mm)
This grade can be perfectly adequate when planting on  
light to medium soils. Do not pick in the planting year,  
remove the blossoms instead. Plant as early as possible.

Standard grade (A) plants (10 – 14 mm)
The most common grade planted. Can be picked in the planting year, but 
this will result in less yield. 

Grade (A+) plants (+ 14 mm)
The perfect grade for 60-day culture. To be planted about 8 – 10 weeks 
before the picking date. Good irrigation is essential to succeed with this 
time- and cost-intensive production method.

Plants has to be  
ordered until June 15th
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Daroyal ®

lambaDa

Dream

Korona

PolKa

malwina

Flair

Honeoye

Kimberly

el ianny

asia

salsa

Florence

clery

malling centenary ®

Darselect

sonata

FaitH

Direct marketing 
100% 50 %

Fruit marketing:

When comparing direct marketing 
and wholesale marketing it becomes 
quite obvious that each marketing 
venue has its very own demands on 
the characteristics of the different 
varieties. The only thing in common 
for both sale points is that varieties 
will be needed over a longer harvest-
ing period. The criteria flavor, shelf 
life, and harvest are weighed differ-
ently. Direct marketing has to put the 
stress on daily freshness and varieties 
with a good flavor. In order to achieve 
that they will accept higher production 
costs and possibly a less firm berry.  

 
 
For the supermarkets low production 
costs and shelf life are the most impor-
tant issue, often at the expense of 
flavor. Apart from the varieties that 
can be used solely for one of the mar-
keting venues there are some interest-
ing varieties, which will serve either 
venue. That might sometimes result in 
a compromise but does provide flex-
ibility in marketing! There are enough 
varieties – early to late, rich in flavor 
to neutral in flavor, rich in harvest to 
low harvest in a connoisseur variety. 
There is a right berry for everyone! 
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  Early Season
Flair: 6 days before  
  Honeoye, good  
  flavour
Daroyal®: High yielding  
  variety 3 days  
  before Honeoy
Honeoye: now as before the 
  most important  
  early season variety
Lambada: outstanding flavour, 
  great for winning 
  new customers or as 
  a treat for loyal 
  customers
Darselect®: can be an interes- 
  ting early season  
  variety if earlier  
  production under  
  plastic film is  
  applied
Malling good taste,  
Centenary: very attractive fruits

  Mid Season
Asia, the best-selling 
Korona,  varieties for the  
Polka: pick-your-own  
  sector; increasingly  
  used for one-year  
  production to im- 
  prove the quality  
  and size of the fruits

  Late Season
Salsa: robust plant, very 
  high yield, good 
  flavour
Faith, very late varieties, 
Florence,  suitable for exten- 
Yamaska: ding the season by  
  10 days
Malwina: very late variety  
  with an excellent  
  taste

For the reasons mentioned be fore we recommend the following varieties for 
pick your own and direct marketing: 

rumba

elsanta

symPHony

yamasKa

alba

garDa

aPrica

elegance

Wholesale marketing
100% 

clery

malling centenary ®

Darselect

sonata

FaitH

50 %



Raspberry
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The farming of raspberry plants has 
increased steadily during the last 
years. New varieties and intensive 
farming have made raspberries more 
interesting not only for direct market-
ing but also for trade production. 
While the change in the summer vari-
eties has already been in favor of 
Tulameen and Glen Ample we witness 
an increase in the fall varieties. New 
varieties like Kwanza, Kweli, and 
Mapema provide interesting alterna-
tives to the more established varieties 
Himbo-Top and Polka. 

The demands of the trade on the qual-
ity of raspberries are rising. In order 
to meet these demands it is important 
to choose the right variety but also 
the right method of production. 
Shorter cultivation periods, a more 
intensive raspberry cultivation as well 
as the farming of raspberries in sub-
strate lead to better and more even 
fruit quality. This substrate culti-
vatuionis is often done with rasp-
berry Long Cane plants. 

In view of the more intensive produc-
tion, it is necessary that the plant 
propagator can offer the right plants. 

We have expanded our own produc-
tion of high-end raspberry plants into 
Plug plants and Long Cane plants.
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Size

Size

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

Size
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Yield

 Colour glossy, medium-red
 Comments good to pick, beautiful, large, round-shaped fruit, 
  susceptible for leaf and bud mite

 Colour medium-red … red
 Comments earliest summer-bearing variety,  
  interesting variety for direct marketing

– protected variety, Head Licence: Scottish Crop Research Institute, Dundee, Scotland

– protected variety, Head Licence: Meiosis, GB

Floricanes

 Glen Ample

 Malling Freya

5
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Shelf Life

Taste

Size

Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 8

 Colour attractive, bright, glossy fruit
 Comments the top variety for quality, susceptible to Phytophthora

Provenance: Canada

Floricanes

 Tulameen

Tulamenn/Glen Ample: The standard in retail sector  
marketing and direct marketing

Tulameen and Glen Ample are the 
two standard varieties within the 
summer-bearing raspberries. They 
are characterized by high yields and 
an excellent. The fruit size (picking 
rate) is also convincing. 

The berries are well qualified for retail 
sector marketing as well as for direct 
marketing.
Both Tulameen and Glen Ample are 
suitable for Long Cane production

7
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Shelf Life

Taste

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

Size

Size

Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Yield

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

90 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

90 1 2 4 5 6 7 8

Primocanes

 Polka
 Colour glossy, medium-red
 Comments very good fruit quality, early primocane

 Colour medium-red … dark-red
 Comments early primocane, not easy to pick

 Autumn Bliss

– protected variety, provenance: Poland, Institut Brzezna

– protected variety, provenance: East Malling/GB, 1989

3

5
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Shelf Life

Taste

Size

Size

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

Shelf Life

Taste

90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Yield

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

90 1 2 3 4 7 8

90 1 2 3 4 7 8

Primocanes

 Himbo-Top®

 Colour attractive, bright, glossy fruit
 Comments Himbo-Top® does not darken after picking,  
  very late crop

 Colour medium-red … red, glossy
 Comments vigorous growth, lots of young canes, berries separate  
  easily from the core

 Kweli

– protected variety, Hauenstein AG, Switzerland

– protected variety, Advanced Berry Breeding, NL

5 6

5 6
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Shelf Life

Taste
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Yield

Size
7gø 1 2 3 4 5 6

8 90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Primocanes

– protected variety, Advanced Berry Breeding, NL

 Colour red ... dark red, glossy
 Comments interresting new variety for direct selling and pick  
  your own

 Mapema

Mapema is a raspberry variety 
from the breeding programme of 
Advanced Berry Breeding. The early 
yield beginning of this autumn rasp-
berry is comparable to that of Polka. 
The fruit colour is also very similar to 
Polka. Mapema is slightly dark with 
a beautiful gloss. The big, conical 
fruits enable a high picking rate. 
Mapema convinces with a good taste. 
This makes the variety especially inter-
esting for direct marketing. Mapema 
is a very vigorous variety. She can be 
very well established on the field and 
is characterized by powerful canes.

Yield in g, 8 – 10 canes/m, 
open field production

Mapema

Polka

  Mapema Polka
 total: 4.500 3.500 g/m
 class 1: 3.150 2.450 g/m
 class 2: 1.350 1.050 g/m
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Shelf Life

Taste

Size
90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Yield

90 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

6 7gø 1 2 3 4 5

Primocanes

 Colour bright red, glossy
 Comments very beautiful in the punnet, cultivation in plastic tunnels  
  recommended

– protected variety, Advanced Berry Breeding, NL

 Kwanza

Kweli, Mapema and Kwanza are very 
promising primocanes that have the 
potential to give two harvests, in 
autumn and spring. All three varieties 
are recommended for tunnel produc-
tion. Their attractive fruits are large 
and of good firmness.

The breeder, Advanced B. Breeding, 
has adopted a new way of licenscies 
charged once per plant but on an 
annual basis per linear metre of vari-
eties planted. Licence fees are pay-
able to Meiosis, UK.

For further information:
www.kraege.de/en

Three interesting newly bred varieties from 
Ad vanced Berry Bree ding.

6
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Picking

242220181614 26 28 30 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 2729 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 29 1 29 303 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 271

Malling Freya

Glen Ample

Tulameen

Autumn Bliss

Polka

Kweli

Mapema

Himbo-Top®

Imara

Kwanza

Fl
or

ic
an

es
Pr

im
oc
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es

Picking Periods
Trials at  KRAEGE/Telgte

picked fruits

50%0% 100%

July August September OctoberJune 12

 Taste Shelf Life Yield Size

 0 – 9 0 – 9  0 – 9  Ø g/fruit

 5 4,5 6 – 7 4,5 – 5,5

 6,5 5,5 6,5 – 7,5 5 – 6

 7 5,5 – 6 6 – 7 5 – 6,5

 3 3 5 3 – 5

 6,5 4 5 3,5 – 5

    6,5 4,5 6 5 – 7

 5 5,5 – 6 5,5 3,5 – 5

 5 5,5 – 6 5 5 – 6

 5 5,5 – 6 5 3,5 – 5

 5,5 6 5 5 – 7
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Picking Periods

242220181614 26 28 30 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 2729 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 29 1 29 303 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 271

Malling Freya

Glen Ample

Tulameen

Autumn Bliss

Polka

Kweli

Mapema

Himbo-Top®

Imara

Kwanza

Fl
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es
Pr
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an
es

Picking Periods
Trials at  KRAEGE/Telgte

picked fruits

50%0% 100%

July August September OctoberJune 12

 Taste Shelf Life Yield Size

 0 – 9 0 – 9  0 – 9  Ø g/fruit

 5 4,5 6 – 7 4,5 – 5,5

 6,5 5,5 6,5 – 7,5 5 – 6

 7 5,5 – 6 6 – 7 5 – 6,5

 3 3 5 3 – 5

 6,5 4 5 3,5 – 5

    6,5 4,5 6 5 – 7

 5 5,5 – 6 5,5 3,5 – 5

 5 5,5 – 6 5 5 – 6

 5 5,5 – 6 5 3,5 – 5

 5,5 6 5 5 – 7
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Potted fresh plants:  
– root cuttings, for planting in  
 middle of May

Bare-rooted canes: 
– one year old,  
 for planting in autumn  
 or early spring
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Potted fresh plants

The raspberry potted fresh plants pro-
duced by Kraege are raspberry plants 
as a result of propagation by cuttings. 
In order to produce this type of plant, 
root material is plan ted and cuttings 
are made from the young buds. The 
cuttings are placed in multi-cell plug 
trays where they take root. The potted 
fresh plants are de  livered with sub-
strate pellets 4 – 6 cm in size. This type 
of plant serves, among other things, 
as the starting material for the rasp-
berry long cane production. Potted 
fresh plants are also good for estab-
lishing production areas in natural 
soil.

Delivery of the plants

The delivery of plants that have been 
ordered takes place according to 
prior agreement. As a rule, we need 
a few days to get the plants ready for 
dispatch. After receiving the plants, 
you should plant them as quickly as 
possible. If this isn’t possible due to 
bad weather conditions, the cases 
with the seedlings must be unloaded 
from the palettes and placed ideally 
in a semi-shaded area. The fact that 
you should regularly check the seed-
ling cases and, if necessary, water 
them goes without saying. If the plants 
are well-cared for, the planting can 
be postponed for a few days.

Planting 

After careful preparation of the soil, 
planting can be carried out starting 
in May. In order to achieve a sufficient 
cane height, all plants should be in 
the ground by mid-June. It is important 

that these delicate plants are de  finitely 
planted so that they are free of frost.
Watering the plants from overhead 
guarantees soil contact between the 
root balls and the natural soil. A con-
sistent supply of water and nutrients 
is crucial in achieving the de  sired cane 
length of 1.80 cm. Drip irrigation with 
appropriate fertilisation can ensure 
this. In this way, the basis for the yield 
potential in the following year can be 
laid in the year of planting.

In order to control weeds, we recom-
mend that foil or Mypex should be 
laid out before planting. If a ridge 
former is available, it is recommend-
ed to plant the potted green plants on 
dams. The faster warming of the dam 
stimulates the growth of roots and 
prevents water stagnation.

Planting requirements

In order to achieve high yields in the 
first crop year, a planting distance of 
6 plants per metre is recommended.
The row distances result in the follow-
ing number of plants per hectare:
– 2,5 m = ca. 24.000 plants/ha
– 3,0 m = ca. 20.000 plants/ha
– 3,5 m = ca. 17.200 plants/ha
– 4,0 m = ca. 15.000 plants/ha

The distances between the rows should 
be chosen according to the technical 
equipment available. Besides the re-
commended distance between the 
plants to establish the production of 
the fruits, an appropriate trestle for 
breeding the canes must also be avail-
able.
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The goal in any case should be to 
achieve a cane length of 180 cm in 
the year of planting. Any seedling 
canes (along with the main stems) 
should be removed in the year of 
planting.

Trellis

The raspberry canes must be sup-
ported in any case. This is done by 
tying the canes to a wire or a Tonkin 
stake. As an alternative, the canes can 
be fixed between two tight cords. The 
important thing is that the canes are 
not moved too much by wind. Other-
wise the growth rate will be greatly 
limited. This is especially important 
for varieties that grow slowly, such as 
Glen Ample. The distance between 
the stakes should be between 4 and 
6 metres. Along with a structure to 
stabilise the canes, the lateral canes 
must also be supported. The easiest 
way to do this is to use cords or a net. 

Fertilisation

Fertilisation should always be pre-
ceded by a soil test. As already men-
tioned, you should fertilise again via 
drip irrigation. At the beginning of 
the cultivation, you should have the 
irrigation water tested.

The results will tell you which quanti-
ties of nutrients are contained in the 
water and how you should then fer-
tilise again.
The first irrigation after planting 
should be done without fertiliser (the 
root growth should be stimulated by 
the “search for nutrients”). As soon as 
you can see that the delicate roots are 
leaving the root balls and are begin-
ning to colonise the soil, you can start 
to fertilise again.
A nitrogen-based, soluble mixed-nu-
trient fertiliser is generally suitable for 
raspberry production. In order to 
control the fertilisation, some water 
droplets have to be collected at some 
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point of the installed drip irrigation. 
A commercially available EC-meter 
can be used to test the collected water. 
Depending on the EC-value of the 
collected water, the saline content of 
the first fertiliser dosage should not 
exceed an EC of 1.8. With increasing 
growth, the raspberry plants’ need 
for nutrients also increases. You must 
adapt the fertilisation to the needs of 
the plants. 
In autumn it is better to change the 
fertilisation from nitrogen-based to 
potassium-based. This supports the 
hardening of the stems and reduces 
the sensitivity to frost.
Generally speaking: as long as the 
raspberries are growing, they should 
have luscious green foliage. Your goal 

is to achieve a cane length of 180 cm 
in the year of planting. Fertilisation 
and watering are of crucial impor-
tance for this. 

Cane management

Starting in the first year of cultivation, 
seedling canes for the following year 
have to be produced for raspberries 
that bear fruit in the summer. The first 
growth of seedling canes should be 
removed. You can let the second set 
of seedlings remain. It is very impor-
tant to know the right time to let the 
seedling canes grow. After all, they 
have to reach the length of 1.80 m in 
the same year. The next generation 
of seedlings must be thinned out to 
the desired number.
Canes that are destined for harvest 
and the seedling canes are always in 
competition with one another as re -
wgards the available nutrients and 
light. Another problem is that because 
of the continuous harvest, plant protec-
tion strategies for seedling canes can-
not be carried out resolutely.
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Annual plants

Along with the establishment of a 
“classic” raspberry open field, the 
same plant system can also be used 
for annual raspberry cultivation. This 
type of cultivation requires changing 
the location annually and an annual 
replanting. The advantage of this cul-
tivation variant is that there is no com-
petition between seedling canes and 
canes to be harvested.
Some steps – such as the thinning out 
of the seedlings – can be omitted. 
Negative developments that can arise 
with the ageing of a raspberry plant  
(diseases, declining size of the fruit 
and – quality) are thus circumvented 
from the beginning.
The yield, the size of the fruit and the 
resulting picking rate are the decisive 
factors for the success of an annual 
raspberry cultivation. This can only 
succeed if the canes achieve a suffi-
cient length with an appropriate num-
ber of nodes.
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Long Canes 

Raspberry Long Cane plants are, as 
the name indicates, long canes that 
are covered with buds. They are there-
fore suitable for harvesting in the year 
they are planted. 

Essentially there are two different Long 
Cane types: bare root and potted 
plants.
The bare root Long Cane plants are 
shoots 1.60 – 2 m in length, which 
were taken from a raspberry propa-
gation bed. Depending on the con-
centration of the material planted and 
the light conditions there, these canes 
have internodes of dif fering lengths 
and therefore dif ferent numbers of 
buds. The root growth should be as 
intensive as possible and have many 
fine root hairs.
If you look at a raspberry field and 
see that roots have spread every-
where, even between the rows, it 
becomes clear that the root growth 
and thus also the water absorption 
will soon be the weak point of long 
cane cultivation with bare root plants.
That is why potted plants have in -
creasingly gained in importance.
To produce this type of plant nor-
mally two potted green plants are 
planted in a container. These two 
green plants will be pulled up a trellis 

in the year when planted during the 
entire vegetation period. The aim is 
to have a container that has a good 
root system and two canes about 1.80 
m in length. As soon as the growth is 
completed and the plants are in their 
dormant period, they are placed in 
cold storage at minus 2° C.
In the following year, the long cane 
plants are removed from cold storage 
and are placed or planted in a foil 
tunnel or under rain covers.
Depending on the time the plants were 
placed, harvesting should occur 65 
to 80 days after planting. This type 
of nursing extends the pro  duction of 
raspberries. Pro duc tion before and 
after the harvest in the field is possible.
Basically this kind of cultivation can 
be compared to that of strawberry 
Frigo plants.
The main varieties for a fruit produc-
tion with long cane plants are the 
summer raspberries Tulameen and 
Glen Ample.
The standard method is to plant 6 
canes per metre. This means that there 
are 3 plants with 2 canes per metre.

For this very intensive method of pro-
duction, we often produce in foil tun-
nels or under rain covers. On the one 
hand, this helps short-rotation culture 
and, on the other, serves as rain shel-
ter.
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Training and pruming

Apart from the selection of varieties training and pruming do have an essen-
tial influence on yield and plant health of the facility.

Floricanes

In the year of planting the cane is 
pulled-up for harvesting in the follow-
ing year. In the year of production 
canes are pulled up parallel to the 
harvest, in order to harvest them in 
the following year. In doing so, the 
growing of young canes is competing 
with the yield. This cycle repeats over 
a number of years.

In order to counteract the competition 
of yield and growing of young canes 
and to prevent the alternation of rasp-
berry stocks, the annual cultivation of 
raspberries shows promising results. 
Within this proceeding summer rasp-
berries get harvested just once, after-
wards the area is cleared and replant-
ed.

Primocanes
– with one harvest per year

In the year of planting the canes are 
grown. Depending on the date of 
planting and the development a small 
yield can be expected. In autumn/
winter, the canes get cut near the 
ground. In spring, new canes sprout 
from the root buds and get harvested 
in autumn.

Primocanes
– with two harvests in the  
second year of production

In the year of planting the canes are 
grown. Depending on the date of 
planting and the development a small 
yield can be expected. After harvest-
ing, root segments get cut below the 
last inflorescence. The cane below the 
last inflorescence remains in place 
over winter and can be harvested in 
the following year. Usually the harvest 
takes place 2 – 3 weeks before the 
harvest of summer raspberries. 
Pa rallel to this harvest one grows 
young canes. These carry a yield in 
the autumn of the same year. After 
the third harvest a new planting of the 
stock usually takes place.

This kind of cultivation of raspberries 
is much more intensive and usually 
takes place in special companies. 
Cultivation below rain capes or in a 
tunnel is recommended. This cultiva-
tion method often comes along with 
cultivation in substrate. First experi-
ences have shown that high yields 
and an expansion of the harvesting 
period can be achieved by combining 
new autumn varieties and this produc-
tion method.

Shoot Pruning Pruning 

Floricanes

1st harvest

Growing of the 
young canes

Growing of the 
young canes

1st year of productionYear of planting
Spring Autumn

Spring Autumn

Shoot

1st harvest

New shoot

Main harvest

Pruning Pruning

Primocanes – with one harvest per year

Growing of the 
young canes

2nd year of productionYear of planting and productionSpring Autumn Spring Autumn

Growing of the 
young canes

Growing of the young canesShoot

1st harvest 3rd harvest2nd harvest

Pruning

Primocanes – with two harvests in the second year of production

Pruning 

2nd year of productionYear of planting and productionSpring Autumn Spring Autumn
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Shoot Pruning Pruning 

Floricanes

1st harvest

Growing of the 
young canes

Growing of the 
young canes

1st year of productionYear of planting
Spring Autumn

Spring Autumn

Shoot

1st harvest

New shoot

Main harvest

Pruning Pruning

Primocanes – with one harvest per year

Growing of the 
young canes

2nd year of productionYear of planting and productionSpring Autumn Spring Autumn

Growing of the 
young canes

Growing of the young canesShoot

1st harvest 3rd harvest2nd harvest

Pruning

Primocanes – with two harvests in the second year of production

Pruning 

2nd year of productionYear of planting and productionSpring Autumn Spring Autumn
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Ordering dates
During the last years the number of va -
rieties as well as possible growing meth-
ods increased continuously. Different 
plant types are needed for individual 
production methods. Having these plant 
types in stock in all favoured varieties is 
hardly possible. To guarantee that you 
will actually get the best plant type in 
your favoured variety you should contact 
us and tell us about your plans at an 
early stage.

The listed order dates make it easier to 
harmonise our production and 
your plant needs.

PlantsStraberry

Your contact persons:

Christian Rohling 
Phone: +49 2504 7000-23 
rohling@kraege.de 

Karsten Pieper 
Phone:+49 2504 7000-32 
pieper@kraege.de

Thorsten Waltering 
Phone:+49 2504 7000-25 
waltering@kraege.de

Tobias Linnemannstöns 
Phone: +49 2504 7000-36 
linnemannstoens@kraege.de

Fax: +49 2504 7000-40

 Strawberries
 Ordering dates:

 frigo plants: 
 October – January 
➙ for delivery from January

 waiting bed plants: 
 until 15th June 
➙ for delivery in the following year

 tray plants: 
 until 15th June 
➙ for delivery in the following year

 fresh plants, misted tips: 
 until 15th May 
➙ for delivery in July/August

 Planting dates:
 waiting bed plants: 

 (greenhouse/tunnel): 
 January/February

  tray plants: 
 (greenhouse/tunnel): 
 January/February

 frigo plants: 
 A-/A: March – May

  frigo plants: 
 A: April – 25th July

  60-day cul ture:
 A+, waiting bed, tray:
 10th May – 30th July

 fresh plants, misted tips: 
 End of July – 20th August

January

July

December

June

Nov
em

be
r

May

February

August

M
arch

Septem
ber

A
pr

il

O
ct
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er

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

long cane plants

potted fresh plants

  bare-root canes
autumn planting

bare-root canes
spring planting

frigo plants:
      A- / A

frigo plants: A

          fresh plants,
                 misted tips      60-day culture: 

   A+, 
  waiting bed plants, 
tray

tray-, waiting bed plants 
       greenhouse/tunnel)
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 Raspberries 
 Ordering dates:

 bare-root canes:  
 until 31thAugust 
➙ for delivery in autumn/winter

 potted fresh plants 
 until 15th Januar 
➙ for delivery in May/June

 long cane plants:  
 until 30th April 
➙ for delivery in the following year

 

Planting dates:

 bare-root canes:  
 autumn planting 
 Mid October – November

 spring planting 
 February – March

 potted fresh plants 
 10th May – 10th June 

 long cane plants:  
 February/March

January

July

December

June

Nov
em

be
r

May

February

August

M
arch

Septem
ber

A
pr

il

O
ct

ob
er

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

long cane plants

potted fresh plants

  bare-root canes
autumn planting

bare-root canes
spring planting

frigo plants:
      A- / A

frigo plants: A

          fresh plants,
                 misted tips      60-day culture: 

   A+, 
  waiting bed plants, 
tray

tray-, waiting bed plants 
       greenhouse/tunnel)

  Planting dates
Raspberries 

Planting dates
Strawberries
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